
 

 

 

Contest / Activity:   Animation Contest   -  SMART FUTURE 

 

THEME:   The participants of the contest should prepare an animation that shows how they imagine 

their own future or that of their school or classroom with the large number of high-tech devices that 

are around us. The animation should show the “SMART FUTURE”. 

 

PERSON IN CHARGE: Beata Jarosievitz,  beata.jarosievitz@iesmail.com  

 

PARTICIPANTS:    1 group per country (maximum 3 participants per delegation) 

MODALITY:    Group work in the Computer Room (using Microsoft Windows 7) 

             Group work in a normal class (using IPAD + IOS)  

Each group should choose in advance the modality of their work (computer or IPAD). 

 

OBJECTIVES:  

 to raise interest in creating models (animations)  

 to motivate students to bring their characters, pictures to life 

 to promote working systematically 

 work as a team to achieve the goals 

 

TECHNIQUE:  

Each animation should follow the requirements 

 first keyframe: shows us the title of the animation 

 keyframe content before the last one 

References: 

here minimum 3 URL’s (site address) should be added, which has been used to download 

music, or pictures 

 last keyframe shows the followings: 

 name of the team ( group) 

 name of each participant in the team  



 

 

 name of the school  

 school address 

 name of the country 

 Each keyframe can have subtitles, comments added by the authors. (The added text should 

be slowed down for easy reading!) 

 the animation can have a background music (up to the authors). 

 

FORMAT: 

 Every delegation should prepare an animation (any of gif, avi, mp4, mov file format) 

 The length of the animation should be 2 minutes. 

 

MATERIAL: 

 Provided by the host school (computer, IPAD). 

 

WORK METHODOLOGY: 

 Each delegation can use  

 own photos created with own devices, or downloadable files (URL of the site used should 

be added to the references) 

 free downloadable apps, programs for IPAD (only for IOS) 

 Installed programs under Windows 7 (eg. Gimp, Photoshop, Image Ready Creator, 

Movie Maker etc.) 

 

REGULATIONS: 

 It is allowed to use the computers available in the computer room and the software already 

installed, and it is allowed to use any free applications downloadable for IPADs.  

 Each delegation will have a time-slot of two hours for this contest.  

 No violent, or offensive content, or that affects the ideals of the contest will be allowed and 

tolerated.  

EVALUATION: 

 Is based by criteria decided by the jury 

 


